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Telescopes for Beginners

Choosing the right telescope
Get the best start in amateur astronomy by buying the
right telescope for your needs

I

mages of the universe and its amazing
array of objects are to be found
everywhere, but it’s natural for people
with an interest in astronomy to want to
see celestial objects for themselves, and
this can be achieved by obtaining a
good telescope.
First, let’s tackle the issue of the beginner’s
expectations. Those remarkable bright,
colourful images of the cosmos obtained by
the likes of the Hubble Space Telescope have
been secured using sensitive CCD chips and
subjected to computer enhancement.
The human eye isn’t nearly so good at
producing images. Only bright objects like
the Moon, planets and certain stars produce
an instantaneous ‘wow’ factor. The larger the
telescope’s primary mirror or lens, the more
colour and detail you will see.
Choosing the right telescope can be a
tricky prospect, but the most important thing
to be aware of when buying any telescope is
its optical quality.
So which telescope should you opt for? A
Newtonian reflector on a simple undriven
altazimuth mount (known as a ‘Dobsonian’)
offers the best value in terms of aperture.
Dobsonians are ideal if you want to learn
your way around the skies the ‘old-fashioned’

way. They collect lots of light and deliver
knockout views.
Newtonians (and refractors) become
much more costly with an equatorial or
computerised mount. Computerised mounts
come in several forms – Dobsonian (pushto or go-to), single tine-mounted (tracking
or go-to) and German equatorial (go-to).
A computerised push-to Dobsonian costs
about twice as much as a manual one, while
a high-end Newtonian on a driven German
equatorial mount may cost ten times more.
For ease of use a short focal length
refractor of up to four inches in diameter
or catadioptric (Schmidt or MaksutovCassegrain) up to five inches on a
computerised mount may fit the bill. Both
will show many deep-sky objects as well as
revealing detail on the Moon and planets.
Achromatic refractors of short focal length
display a degree of false colour around
the edges of bright objects. The best
views, however, are to be had through
apochromatic refractors, which are about
four times more costly than an equivalentsized achromat.
Whichever telescope you choose, there’s
nothing stopping you from taking your first
steps and reaching for the stars.

“The larger the primary mirror or lens,
the more colour and detail”
There are many different
types of telescope on
the market

Reflectors and
refractors explained
Reflectors
There are two main types of telescope: reflectors and refractors.
The former use mirrors to gather and focus light. The primary
mirror is parabolic in order to focus incoming light rays, while
the secondary mirror reflects light into the eyepiece. They are
generally cheaper than refractors but they are sensitive and can
be easily knocked out of alignment.

1. Primary mirror
2. Secondary mirror
3. Corrector plate/meniscus
02

03

01

Refractors
Refractors bend, or refract, light as it enters through the front,
with an objective lens gathering and focusing the light.
They are more resilient, keeping their alignment even when
knocked. However, refractors are usually longer than reflectors
in order to minimise the occasional visual impairment induced
by refraction.

1. Objective lens
2. Dew cap
3. Tube
02
01

03
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Anatomy of
a telescope

Find your way around your
new equipment

Finder
Attached to and aligned with the
main telescope, the finder is a lowmagnification instrument used to point
the instrument so that the desired object
can be centred in the telescopic field of
view. Types of finder include naked eye
(red-dot or crosshair) reflex finders and
telescopic finders with crosshairs

Eyepiece
The eyepiece magnifies the light focused
by the primary mirror or lens to produce
an image. Eyepieces come in various
configurations (the Plössl is the most
commonly used) with different focal
lengths, apparent fields of view and tube
diameter (either 1.25-inch or 2-inch)

Aperture
A telescope’s aperture
indicates the size of
its primary mirror or
objective lens. Larger
apertures deliver sharper
and more detailed images
and reveal fainter objects

Focuser
When an eyepiece is inserted into
the telescope it needs to be moved
in or out to achieve sharp focus using
the focuser. There are various kinds,
including elementary push-pull
friction focusers, basic rack-and-pinion
and helical types to more advanced
Crayford and electronic ones

Mount
The telescope’s mount holds it steady
when viewing. The user can also freely
move the instrument – either by pushing
the tube manually, by turning clamps or
via an electronic handset – to keep an
object centred or to move to another
object in the sky

“The power of any given
telescope is directly relative
to the diameter or aperture
of the objective lens or
primary mirror”
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Telescopes for Beginners

Five top
telescopes

Buying a telescope can be mind-boggling
to the uninitiated so be sure to read this
before making a decision

05: Best for
Light-polluted skies
Even under skies that aren't that
perfect, this reflector is able to reveal
detail on the Moon and naked eye
planets. What's more, bright deep
sky objects – such as star clusters
and nebulae – are easily picked out

02: Best for
Deep-sky observing
Dobsonians are known for their lightcollecting ability, which makes them
ideal for touring the deep sky. Galaxies
thousands of light years away, as
well as nebulae, are easy prey for this
scope's eight-inch aperture

03: Best for
Observing the Moon
and planets

Tour the rugged lunar surface,
spot the rings of Saturn as well
as the moons of Jupiter with
this lightweight refractor, which
is equipped to provide pinsharp views of our Solar System

■ You can use various eyepieces on telescopes
to get different levels of magnification
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04: Best for
Absolute beginners

01: Celestron NexStar 130 SLT

Effective at picking up every type of object
that a beginner to astronomy could ever
wish to see, this tabletop scope is easy to
assemble, ensuring that the user can spend
more time observing than assembling

Cost: £472
From: David Hinds Ltd

Providing some of the best views of a variety of
night sky targets compared to other telescopes
within its price range, the NexStar 130 SLT is a
breeze to set up. A wired NexRemote keypad
allows users to discover and observe planets,
nebulae, galaxies and star clusters – built into a
database of 4,000 objects – at the touch of a button. What's more,
thanks to the GoTo functionality, touring the night sky is all the
more straightforward.

02: Sky-Watcher
Skyliner 200P Dobsonian
Cost: £279
From: First Light Optics

With its eight-inch aperture, this Dobsonian
telescope collects an abundance of light, allowing
faint objects to be seen and wide-angle views
to be enjoyed. The 25mm eyepiece provides
breathtakingly detailed views of the lunar surface,
while the supplied 10mm eyepiece brings
the planets into focus. Being a Dobsonian design makes this
telescope ideal for beginners.

03: Meade Infinity 90mm
Alt-azimuth refractor
Cost: £250
From: Hama UK Ltd

■ Most modern telescopes are
computerised

Supplied with everything you need for your first
experience viewing the night sky, the Meade
Infinity delivers bright and detailed images, not
just of celestial objects, but also of terrestrial
targets such as mountains, trees and the wildlife
that roams our planet. Slow controls enable easy
tracking of planets, stars and bright deep sky objects, while three
eyepieces offer low, medium and high-powered magnification
views of the universe.

04: Orion StarBlast 6i IntelliScope
Cost: £429
From: The Widescreen Centre

01: Best for
A bit of everything
If you're looking to dabble in a bit
of everything – from observing
a wide variety of targets to basic
astrophotography – then this reflector,
which features a wired NexRemote
keypad, allows you to discover the
universe at the touch of a button

Popular among beginners all the way through
to seasoned astronomers, this tabletop
reflector is easy to use and is an ideal ‘grab
and go’ scope. It is especially handy for those
evenings when setting up a serious scope is out
of the question – especially since it comes preassembled. A six-inch aperture provides excellent detail on the
planets and the Moon, as well as bright deep-sky objects such as
nebulae, galaxies and star clusters.

05: Celestron Cometron 114AZ
Cost: £133
From: B&H Photo Video

While its aperture isn’t amazingly large, the
Cometron 114 does everything a beginner to
astronomy could want. It provides good sights
of the Moon, detail on planets of the Solar
System, as well as views of some of the brightest
star clusters, galaxies and star-forming regions in
the universe. The scope also comes equipped with eyepieces, a
sturdy tripod and red dot finder.
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Refractor telescopes
T

The instrument of choice for many first-time astronomers, refractors offer fantastic views of the night sky

he magnifying abilities of lenses have
been known for centuries. In the late 16th
and early 17th Centuries this knowledge was
refined and in the hands of a few talented opticians,
lenses were combined and the telescope was born.
This instrument was then turned on the sky, most
famously by Galileo Galilei who observed Jupiter and
its moons, the lunar surface and spots on the Sun.
It was well understood that glass could bend
(refract) light and that it had a magnifying effect. As
optical technology improved so did the telescope,
although it remained fundamentally the same;
using an objective lens to gather and focus the
light and a series of smaller lenses near this focal
point to magnify the image. Nowadays, the lenses
have become bigger and developments in optics
introduced doublet or even triplet lenses. In other
words, this is the placement of two or even three
lenses close together as the main or objective lens
to reduce and correct problems noticed when using
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a single piece of glass. Primarily, these compound
lenses help to reduce ‘chromatic aberration’. A single
lens doesn’t focus all the colours of the spectrum
at the same point, but this can be corrected
considerably, by using two lenses of different shape
and type of glass put close together. This type of
telescope lens is called an ‘achromatic lens’, or just
an achromat. These are found in just about every
type of refracting telescope made today, from
the cheapest to the more expensive. The effect
of chromatic aberration is to make bright objects
appear to have a coloured halo around them. This
can be completely eradicated by using a triplet lens,
but due to high costs these are only ever used in the
more expensive instruments.
Because refractors are particularly good at giving
highly magnified and high contrast images, they
are ideal for observing the Moon and planets. If
you are thinking of buying one, then there are a
couple of things you need to look out for: very

cheap refractors have poor quality lenses which
manufacturers try to improve by introducing a
masking ring a short distance behind the main lens
that helps to reduce the false colour effect. It also
reduces the effective aperture, so don’t be tempted
to buy one of these.
Make sure that all the lenses are ‘fully multicoated’ in the technical specification. This helps to
make sure that all the light is passed through the
lens system and reduces flares and other unwanted
artefacts. Also ensure the focuser is smooth and that
it is supplied with a diagonal mirror which makes
viewing more comfortable. If eyepieces are supplied,
check they are of decent quality. If you are hoping to
see stars and nebulas as well as planets, then go for
an instrument of a moderate focal ratio. Finally, avoid
purchasing a telescope which is too big, making it
unwieldy. You’ll see more with a telescope that you
can handle. Remember, quality nearly always costs a
little more, so be prepared for the price tag!
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Lens
The refractor lens is the ‘eye’ of the
telescope. It gathers the light from
objects and directs it down the tube
to the eyepiece at the other end

Anatomy of a
refractor telescope
Eyepiece
The eyepiece is the lens which magnifies the image
and puts the focused image where your eye can see it.
Telescopes are often sold with two or three eyepieces
which are usually interchangeable with other telescopes

Dew shield

Diagonal

As the name suggests, this part of
the telescope tube extends beyond
the lens to prevent dew forming
on it. Ideally this should protrude
10-15cm (4-6in) in front of the lens

This is used to make viewing more
comfortable as it turns the light coming
through the telescope through 90°. It is
either made from a prism or a flat mirror
which is preferable as mirrors absorb
less light than prisms, important as
starlight is often very faint

Focuser
This is the mechanism which
smoothly moves the drawtube in
and out to obtain a good focus of
the image. Each eyepiece will have
a slightly different point of focus
and it’s important that the focuser
is smooth and does not cause the
drawtube to wobble as it moves

■ Many telescopes feature go-to mounts
that guide you to many sights

©NASA

■ Refractors offer
great views of the
Moon and planets
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“Remember,
quality nearly
always costs a
little more”

A perfect
view

The refractor is frequently the
instrument of choice for the
first-time amateur astronomer, as
they’re easy to use and set up and
don’t need a lot of maintenance.
There are, of course, different
designs of telescope including
reflectors, which use mirrors, and
compound telescopes, which use
lenses and mirrors. Each has its
advantages and disadvantages,
however, some designs seem
to work particularly well when
viewing certain types of objects.
Refractors are very good for
viewing the Moon and planets
due to their very good contrast,
which allows faint and subtle
detail to be more easily seen,
and also because they often
come in longer focal lengths. This
allows for higher magnifications;
just what’s needed to make the
object look bigger to allow for
observing those intricate details.
It tends to cost more to make a
lens rather than a mirror, though,
so refractors usually have a
smaller aperture.
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Reflector telescopes
T

The reflector telescope is an amazing instrument. We take a look at their history and how they work…

he great 17th Century scientist Sir Isaac
Newton is credited with the invention of
the reflector telescope, although there were
others who came up with a similar idea for such a
device at around the same time.
The only type of telescope in use by astronomers
in the early 1600s was of course the refractor which
used glass lenses in a tube in order to gather and
focus light. Several scientists were aware, however,
that there was another way to achieve this using a
mirror. In 1668, Newton produced a small telescope
which used a spherical mirror made of polished
metal that bounced the light reflected from it up
the tube to a much smaller flat mirror at an angle
of 45 degrees. This in turn reflected light through
a small hole made in the side of the tube where it
could be focused and viewed through an eyepiece
lens. This type of telescope soon became known
as the Newtonian reflector and it is still very much
in use today, although its size and method of
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construction has taken a great leap from Newton’s
first production. However, the problem with
making metal mirrors, made from a material called
‘speculum’, an alloy of copper and tin which can be
highly polished, meant that they did not become
popular for nearly another 100 years when the
technology was improved such that the mirrors
could now be made of glass.
It was quickly realised that reflecting telescopes
had many benefits including less optical problems,
known as aberrations, than refractors at the time.
And, probably the greatest advantage of all, the fact
that mirrors could be easily made much larger than
lenses. As construction methods and technology
improved, mirrors and therefore telescopes, became
larger. This in turn meant that fainter objects could
be discerned and detail, known as resolution, could
be greater. Because it is cheaper to manufacture
mirrors of a given size than lenses of the same
size, reflectors also have an advantage on a cost/

performance scale. Due to this and some of its
inherent optical advantages, Newtonian reflectors
are popular for astronomers wanting to study
deep sky objects which are, by their nature, faint.
Newtonian reflectors don’t hold all the aces, though.
Due to the secondary mirror effectively blocking
some of the light entering the tube, contrast in
images can be affected, although this is usually
minimal. It can be enough, though, to make a
difference to planetary and lunar studies where
contrast and detail can be critical.
Over time the Newtonian reflector was joined
by other designs of telescope, some of which tried
to combine the advantages of both the reflector
and the refractor. The ‘compound’ telescopes now
come in many guises and can be useful for certain
types of observation and study, but the Newtonian
reflector is still ubiquitous, being used as an effective
and less expensive solution by both amateurs and
professionals the world over.
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Anatomy of a
reflector telescope

“Reflectors require
a little more
maintenance than
a refractor”

Focuser
The focuser consists of a tube
which can be adjusted towards and
away from the telescope tube to
give a sharp focus in the eyepiece
of the objects being viewed

Secondary mirror
Tilted at an angle of 45°, this small,
flat mirror has an elliptical shape
which looks circular when viewed
through the open focuser tube

Spider
The spider is the device which
holds the secondary mirror
centrally over the primary. The
vanes have to be thin so as not to
block light coming down the tube

Primary mirror
The primary mirror in a Newtonian
reflector should be of good quality
and preferably parabolic in shape, as
this will give cleaner, crisper images.
The diameter governs how much
you will see

A versatile
option

■ Reflectors have come a long
way since Newton’s time

Tube

©NASA

The cylindrical tube which makes up
the body of the telescope holds the
mirrors, the ‘spider’ and the focusing
mount. Its size is governed by the
diameter of the primary mirror

■ Reflectors are ideal for viewing the Moon,
planets and deep sky objects
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Newtonian reflectors make great
amateur telescopes as you get a
good aperture for your money.
They are versatile so can be used for
viewing the Moon, planets and deep
sky objects. However, they do take
a little more maintenance than say
a refractor as the mirrors have to be
aligned in the tube, with each other
and with the focuser in a process
called collimation. Although this can
seem daunting at first, providing
the user is careful and methodical it
is usually straightforward and with
practice, quite quick to perform
and only needs doing once in a
while. Because the telescope tube
is open to the sky, mirrors can
become tarnished and dirty; they
can be cleaned, or every few years
re-coated professionally. This is
relatively inexpensive and is like
having a brand-new telescope once
the mirrors are reinstalled. Therefore
the first-time purchaser needs to
consider carefully if this is the right
kind of telescope for them.
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Dobsonian telescopes

There is a lot of misunderstanding about Dobsonian telescopes; what
they are and what they can do. This should help clear it up…

T

he Dobsonian telescope is a Newtonian
reflecting telescope on an altazimuth
mount. It is the mount that distinguishes it
from any other type of Newtonian reflector and
this was popularised in the Sixties by avid amateur
astronomer John Dobson. It’s thought that Dobson
invented the design for the mount, but as he freely
admitted, the idea had been around for many
centuries as cannons were mounted in such a
way and wars fought using them. However, he
developed the idea that Newtonian reflectors
could be mounted on a simple platform using
household parts and therefore made very cheaply,
and so his name was attached to the now
ubiquitous amateur telescope.
It is their simplicity of design and cheap parts
that made these telescopes so popular. There were
many differing variations on the theme, some being
very sophisticated and rather getting away from the
humble and inexpensive materials and design. The
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popularity was quickly appreciated by commercial
telescope manufacturers and so you can find
Dobsonians as mass-produced products of varying
size and quality, as well as in kit form.
Dobsonians are often known as ‘light buckets’
as they are an inexpensive way of owning a
relatively large aperture telescope - most of the
money you spend is put into the optics rather than
the mount. In other words, the amount you pay
for, say, a ten-inch aperture Dobsonian may only
buy you a six-inch Newtonian on an equatorial
mount. One of the advantages of the Dobsonian
therefore, is the ‘more bang for your buck’ value
in terms of aperture. When homemade, they are
often built from plywood and other lightweight yet
stable materials and usually disassemble easily for
transportation and storage. Indeed, it is possible to
have a 16-inch aperture telescope that fits into the
back of a small family car. This means you can travel
to a dark sky site and take advantage of it with a

large telescope. They are, however, not suitable for
some forms of observing.
Because the user has to constantly move the
telescope to follow objects, observing anything
at more than moderate magnifications can
be awkward. Teflon bearings are used to give
frictionless movement but there is still the inertia
of the telescope to overcome. Dobsonians are
not very suitable for anything other than basic
astrophotography due to being on an altazimuth
mount rather than equatorial. It is possible to
get motor drives and ‘GOTO’ systems for ‘Dobs’
nowadays and even equatorial platforms, but
this rather goes against the original idea of the
Dobsonian telescope as being a cheap alternative
for avid amateur astronomers.
The appeal of the Dobsonian telescope is unlikely
to diminish any time soon, though, as they make
a great introductory telescope for beginners or for
experienced observers on a budget.
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Anatomy of a
Dobsonian telescope
Focuser

Mirror box
The plywood box which holds the
main or primary mirror is called the
‘mirror box’. It can also be used to
store some of the other parts of the
telescope when not in use

This can be made from ‘construction
tube’, plywood or other suitable
material. The tube holds the
secondary mirror, the ‘spider’
support and the telescope’s focuser
and finder scope

“Observing
anything at more
than moderate
magnifications
can become
awkward”

Perfect for
beginners

Azimuth bearing
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Rocker box
This can come in a variety of
designs. The rocker box houses
the altitude bearing allowing the
telescope smooth up and down
movement and to point to any part
of the sky

Tube

■ Dobsonian telescopes are a cheap option but not
ideal for astrophotography

The focuser consists of a tube
which can be adjusted towards and
away from the telescope tube to
give a sharp focus in the eyepiece
of the objects being viewed

The bottom bearing of the telescope is the azimuth
bearing, which allows the telescope to rotate
smoothly, often in the form of plywood or MDF discs
with Teflon for friction-free movement

Dobsonians are very popular
telescopes with both beginners and
more advanced observers. They
offer good value for money when
it comes to aperture, so if you like
the idea of looking at faint fuzzy
objects and are on a limited budget
they could be ideal for you. They
are usually very transportable too,
although the larger ones can get
heavy. They can be inexpensive as
you can build one yourself if you are
a practical person, plus you can buy
optics and cells commercially so you
don’t have to worry about making
your own mirrors!
They are not so good if you are
considering astrophotography and
you do need to know your way
around the sky a little to use them
effectively. Also, when objects are
near the horizon, you will need to
bend over to view them, not so good
if you have a bad back.
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Cassegrain telescopes
T

The Schmidt-Cassegrain is one of the most popular telescopes for the more serious amateur astronomer

he Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, as
the name suggests, is a hybrid. It is the
merging of two designs of telescope by a
German optician (Schmidt) and a French optician
(Cassegrain). To get a proper understanding of how
the telescope works, it is best to have a look at the
original designs from which it grew.
The Schmidt telescope, sometimes called the
Schmidt camera, was designed in 1930 by Bernhard
Schmidt to produce a wide, flat field of view. A
photographic film was placed at the focal plane
of a spherical mirror as this design of telescope
was never meant for visual use. Because the mirror
is spherical, it distorts the image and so the light
entering the telescope has to be altered in such
a way as to counteract this distortion introduced
by the spherical mirror. This is done by something
known as a ‘corrector plate’, a specially shaped
window of glass that fits in the front aperture of
the telescope.
The Cassegrain telescope, unlike the Newtonian,
doesn’t reflect the image to a focal point through

the side of the tube, instead it reflects it back down
towards the main or primary mirror and on through
a small hole cut in the centre of this mirror to come
to a focus behind the telescope tube.
The hybridised Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope
was invented in 1940 by James Gilbert Baker and
combines the spherical optics and corrector plate
of the Schmidt camera with the Cassegrain’s
central hole in the primary mirror and the fieldflattening effects of the secondary mirror to produce
a visual and photographic-capable system that is
compact and relatively inexpensive to produce.
This has proved popular with amateur astronomers
as it offers a telescope with a moderately long
focal length which is good for lunar, planetary
and much deep-sky viewing and imaging, all in a
compact ‘package’.
It was the commercial telescope manufacturer
Celestron who helped to promote its popularity in
the Sixties and Seventies by placing it on an easyto-use fork mount. The American optical company
Meade also quickly realised this telescope design’s

potential and so it set up the manufacture of a
rival scope to Celestron, but with similar features.
This proved beneficial for the would-be purchaser
as the competition kept prices very keen and also
prompted both companies to innovate ideas to
enhance the user experience with their respective
telescope offerings. This included computerised
‘GoTo’ systems and various optical and mechanical
additions to both the telescope and the mount.
Various-sized apertures were produced by both
companies with a very popular eight-inch as the
starting point, going up to a very substantial 16-inch
aperture for the Meade products.
Because of the various aperture sizes, the good
quality optics and the plethora of accessories for
these telescopes as well as the easy adaptability
of the scopes for both visual and imaging use,
the Schmidt-Cassegrain has become a byword
in amateur astronomical circles for versatility and
affordability. Some of the best amateur astronomical
photographs and images have been produced
using these incredibly popular instruments.

“A moderately long focal
length is good for lunar,
planetary and much
deep-sky viewing”
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Anatomy of
a SchmidtCassegrain
telescope

Secondary mirror
This mirror reflects the light from
the primary mirror back down
the tube to the focuser. Because
of this the telescope is effectively
‘concertinaed’ up, producing a
relatively short, compact tube

“The SchmidtCassegrain has
become a byword
for versatility and
affordability”

Visual back
The hole at the back of
the telescope is threaded
to accept a variety of
accessories including the
eyepiece. Cameras can also
be added using adaptors
made for the purpose

Spherical primary mirror

Focus knob
In most commercially
made SchmidtCassegrain telescopes
the focuser knob turns a
screw which moves the
primary mirror up and
down the tube to obtain
good focus

Unlike a Newtonian telescope,
the Schmidt-Cassegrain
primary mirror is made to a
spherical curve. The aberration
this produces can be easily
corrected to give a good image

A great
advanced
option

■ Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes often come with
built-in computerised ‘GoTo’ systems
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Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes have,
for a long time, been the choice of
both the serious beginner and the
more advanced amateur astronomer.
This is primarily because they
have tended to be made in larger
apertures and usually come with
sophisticated computerised ‘GoTo’
systems allowing the telescope and
therefore the observer to find and
easily track thousands of different
objects in the night sky. They are
also very versatile and can be used
both visually and with cameras
very effectively. They also provide
a moderately long focal length
telescope in a compact tube. They
do have fairly large secondary
mirrors though, which increases
the obstruction for the light in the
aperture of the telescope. This
can reduce contrast in the final
image a little although it is often
considered negligible compared
to the advantages of the design.
All in all, they make a good allround telescope for the amateur
astronomer at any level.
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Which is the right mount for me?
Whether you’re a novice or experienced astronomer, the correct mount makes all the difference

A

lt-azimuth, fork equatorial, German
equatorial – which is the right mount one
for you? With a wide variety on the market,
combined with the different types and brands of
telescopes available to astronomers, it’s easy to
become overwhelmed. However, you can cut out
the guesswork by considering the budget you have
and the types of objects that you’re planning to
observe. Another factor is whether you’re looking to
seriously get into astrophotography or how simple –
or complex – you prefer your setup to be.

There are essentially only two ways to mount a
telescope: either alt-azimuth or equatorially, but each
way has its pros and cons. If you are looking for a
quick and easy-to-use mount, then some form of altazimuth would probably suit you best. However, if
time is an issue for you, avoid the more sophisticated
instruments with computer drive systems, as these
can take longer to set up.
Alt-azimuth mounts – which enable the telescope
to be moved up and down and side to side as
separate motions – are mostly suited to simple

shots of the Moon. To get the very best shots of the
many gems that the night sky has to offer – such
as galaxies, nebulas and planets – you’ll need an
equatorial mount, which follows the rotation of the
sky. While these mounts tend to be larger, heavier
and require more effort to set up in comparison
with an alt-azimuth mount, they can be used for
long-exposure astrophotography and even visual
observing. With an equatorial mount you only need
to guide the telescope around the one polar axis,
rather than in altitude and azimuth directions.

“To get the very best shots you’ll
need an equatorial mount, which
follows the rotation of the sky”
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Alt-azimuth fork
mount

Dobsonian
mount

Most commercially made
Schmidt-Cassegrain and
Maksutov-Cassegrain telescopes
are supplied on an alt-azimuth
fork mount. This describes where
the telescope is slung between
the lines of the fork of the mount.
Where the telescope pivots is the
altitude axis and the azimuth axis
is provided by the rotating base.
These instruments are usually
provided with either electronic
drives to both axes or computer
systems, which will enable the
telescope to be set up to point
at and track many thousands of
objects in the night sky.

Conceived by American
astronomer John Dobson,
the Dobsonian is another
form of alt-azimuth mount.
The whole point of this
version is to provide a cheap,
stable platform for larger
telescopes and to have very
smooth motion in both axes.
This is achieved by using
frictionless Teflon bearings
so that a user can nudge the
telescope without the object
flying off out of the field of
view. This is a very popular
mount due to it being
inexpensive and a good DIY
project for many amateurs.

German equatorial
mount

Fork
equatorial mount

The German equatorial mount
is the most common type
designed to enable one of
the axes to be polar-aligned.
Looking a little like the letter
T, the upright of the letter is
the polar axis and is tilted to
become parallel to the Earth’s
axis. This means that it's only
necessary to track the telescope,
which is positioned at the end
of one of the arms of the T,
around this polar axis, to follow
the path of the stars as they rise
in the east and set in the west.
This is perfect for tracking a
specific object in the sky.

Usually used with commercially
produced Schmidt-Cassegrain
and similar telescopes, the fork
equatorial mount performs a
similar function to the German
equatorial mount in that it
enables the telescope to be
driven around the polar axis.
In this case, the polar axis is
formed by the fork itself, which
looks like a letter U. The tilt
of the axis is created by an
equatorial wedge that usually
can be added to an alt-azimuth
fork mount as an accessory.
This enables long-exposure
photography and imaging

Alt-azimuth mount

Single-arm altazimuth mounts

The simplest mount also has the most complicated-sounding name,
which actually just describes how this mount works. It has two axes
of movement, the first is in altitude – or up and down – the second is
in azimuth, which enables the observer to move the telescope from
side to side. This altitude is a circle describing 360 degrees around
the horizon taking the north cardinal point as 0 degrees and
south as 180 degrees. The azimuth axis then simply allows
for movement around in a circle parallel to the ground.
Most camera tripods are in fact alt-azimuth mounts.
You can find various types of alt-azimuth, but
their axes of movement will be the same.
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This mount suits smaller refractor
and catadioptric – a combination
of a refractor and reflector –
telescopes as the tube is attached
to one arm as opposed to being
slung between the two. With small
instruments this keeps the weight
of the system down, making them
portable. It's a type of mount
favoured by the manufacturer
Celestron for its smaller range of
instruments. These motorised
mounts are often supplied with a
GoTo computer tracking system,
making them versatile and
appealing as a family telescope.
Remember that a motorised
mount takes time to set up.
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Assemble an equatorial mount
S
Earth’s rotation can be a headache for astronomers, but an equatorial mount is the cure

ince its creation in the early 19th Century,
the German equatorial mount (GEM) has
helped astronomers achieve perfectly
steady tracking, even at high magnifications.
Whether it’s for following a planet single-handedly
while at the eyepiece, or capturing pinpoint stars
in long-exposure photographs of the universe,
there’s no denying that the GEM platform is the
most accurate and rewarding basis for an amateur
observatory today. It’s not without its drawbacks,
though. When considering the relatively heavy bulk
and complicated set-up procedure associated with
these mounts, the prospect of buying a full-size
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GEM can be daunting for the casual observer, and
imagers will need to take several time-consuming
steps to ensure they get best results in really deep
photographs. Still, the appeal of mirroring the Earth’s
rotation with a purely mechanical device holds
strong, even among first-time buyers, and perhaps

a large part of this is down to the sheer classical
beauty of an equatorially mounted telescope on
its tripod. With today’s designs, it needn’t be scary
for the beginner. After all, the setup is the only part
that requires practice; once that’s out of the way, the
intuitiveness of the GEM shines through.

“The GEM platform is the most accurate
and rewarding basis for an amateur
observatory today”
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01: Build the mount

02: Adjust the weight

Start by assembling the mount head and counterweight shaft on top of the
tripod. Make sure the central bolt is securely attached through the top of the
tripod. Some mounts require you to loosen this bolt to rotate the head.

If your mount doesn’t have a polarscope, you’ll need to put your weight on
first, then the telescope. Tighten the Declination axis and loosen the Right
Ascension. Adjust the position of the weight until the two are balanced.

03: Hunt for the pole

04: Set the axis

Now find the celestial pole. In the northern hemisphere, Polaris is close to
the pole. In the southern hemisphere, the pole lies in the constellation of
Octans. Familiarise yourself using a star chart.

Use the latitude bolt on your mount to ‘prop up’ the polar axis to your local
latitude. Then, sighting along the mount, set this axis to point north or south,
depending on your hemisphere.

05: Zero-in

06: Swap the axes

Centre your telescope on the pole with RA and Dec locked. If you have a
polarscope, rotate its reticule to match the sky’s orientation, and set Polaris in
the right spot by using the latitude and bearing axis of your mount.

With Polaris in the right spot, your mount is aligned. Now you just need to
lock the latitude and bearing axis and unlock your RA and Dec. Using the RA
slow-motion handle, you can now smoothly track the sky single-handedly!
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Master setting circles

Here’s how to make those dials on your equatorial telescope mount work for you

T

he mysterious dials that can be found on
equatorial mounts are there for a purpose;
to help you track down objects in the night
sky. They can be confusing at first, but once you
understand how to use them, they are quite
straight forward, providing that you know how to
set them up for a night’s viewing. In order to use
them effectively, you’ll need to have a reasonably
good polar alignment of your mount – the polar
axis of your mount needs to be pointing directly
at the North Celestial Pole. We described how to
polar align your mount in the tutorial in Issue 47.
A polar alignment scope fitted to your mount can
help here, although it isn’t essential. You’ll find
there is a setting circle attached to both the right
ascension (RA) and declination (dec) axes. These
are each marked slightly differently.
The dec axis circle is sometimes just numbered
0 to 9 and then 9 to 0 about its circumference,
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whereas the RA axis circle is marked 0 to 23 in two
rows counter to each other. The dec axis circle
is the easiest to set. Once you have good polar
alignment, point your telescope at the star Polaris
and rotate the declination setting circle until
number ‘9’ is lined up with the arrow on the body
of the mount, usually found just above the circle.
This represents 90 degrees, which is near enough
where the Pole Star is above the celestial equator.
It’s unlikely that you’ll need to adjust this circle
again during your observing session.
The RA setting circle is a little more involved

in its setup and this is where you’ll need a star
chart. If you’re looking for a particular object, say
M95 in Leo, start by slewing your telescope to
the bright star Regulus (Alpha Leonis). This has
an RA of 10h 9m 14s and so set your RA setting
circle to read this, using the lower scale if you’re
in the Northern Hemisphere. Then gently slew to
M95 – RA 10h 44m 49s – watching the numbers
on the dial. Once the circle reads this, using a low
power eyepiece, see if you can see it in the field of
view. If so, centre it up and make any adjustments
necessary to the circles.

“The RA setting circle is a little more
involved in its setup and this is where you'll
need a star chart”
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01: Polar align your mount

02: Point to Polaris

First of all you’ll need to polar align your telescope mount as accurately as
possible. A polar alignment scope can help with this.

Once the telescope is set up and polar aligned, point it toward Polaris. Centre
the Pole Star up in the eyepiece as accurately as possible.

03: Set the declination circle

04: Lock the clutches

Set the declination setting circle to ‘9’ or 90° or 89.5° for greater accuracy,
using the lower set of numbers if you’re in the Northern Hemisphere.

Lock the mount clutches and use slow motion or electric drives to slew. It
takes a little longer, but maintains the accuracy of the setting circles.

05: Locate the object

06: Make adjustments

Find the object of your choice on a star chart and note the coordinates. Slew
the telescope to these coordinates, according to the setting circles.

Hopefully, the object will be in the field of view. If not, move the telescope
very gently to find it, and adjust the setting circles as necessary.
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Setting up a
Dobsonian mount

Discover how to get up and running using one of the easiest
mounts on the telescope market

W

ith plenty of stability yet having
finger-touch, silky-smooth ease of
movement, the Dobsonian mount
provides one of the easiest and most enjoyable
ways to point a telescope.
Back in the Sixties, a California-based amateur
telescope manufacturer named John Dobson
wanted to mount his Newtonian telescopes in a
simple, inexpensive and user-friendly way. At the
time, virtually every Newtonian telescope was
mounted on a hefty German equatorial mount.
These are neither cheap nor easy for a beginner to
use, and they are also far from portable. Dobson’s
genius was to revisit an old idea – that of the simple
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altazimuth (‘up-down’) mount – and to construct it
with easily obtained modern materials. Innovations
included the use of Teflon and Formica for the loadbearing surfaces, materials which offer silky smooth
motion. Telescopes with this kind of plastic bearing
have ‘stiction’ – they will only move while being
pushed, and won’t drift after pointing.

Dobson’s design grew in popularity during the
Sixties and Seventies, but by the Eighties they were
being increasingly manufactured commercially.
Today the Dobson-mounted Newtonian, the
‘Dobsonian’, is among the most popular of designs.
They come in various sizes: diminutive four-inchers
to 30-inch light buckets.

“The Dobsonian mount provides one of
the easiest and most enjoyable ways to
point a telescope”
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01: Choose a spot

02: Get the balance right

Although Dobsonians have a fairly small ‘footprint’ in comparison with a
sprawling tripod, their wooden ground boards are flat with small corner
feet, so they need a fairly solid, dry and level surface upon which to rest.

Make sure that the telescope balances with the accessories you intend to
use. A heavy eyepiece or digital camera may need to be counterbalanced at
the other end of the tube.

03: Align the mirrors (collimation)

04: Adjust the tension

Moving a telescope can cause it to become misaligned, so check your
telescope’s collimation before observing. This is best done in the light.
Finderscopes and reflex finders also need to be checked while in the field.

Many Dobsonians have an altitude or azimuth clutch, which changes the
amount of pushing or pulling pressure required to point the telescope.
Adjust the clutch tension to follow objects with the least amount of effort.

05: Take care with heights

06: Point effectively

Viewing through some telescopes can get you on a high – quite literally!
Getting to the eyepiece of a big Dobsonian when it’s pointed high in the sky
may require climbing steps – so make sure they are safe and secure.

In terms of ease of pointing, Dobsonians are at their least effective when
they are aimed at objects near the zenith. This area, directly above the
observer, is often called ‘Dobson’s hole’.
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Polar align your telescope
I

The secret to tracking and taking great astrophotographs is good polar alignment of your mount
f you have an equatorial telescope mount, you
need to be able to polar align it reasonably
accurately. That is, you align the polar axis of the
mount with the north (or south, if you live in the
Southern Hemisphere) celestial pole. This means
that the mount’s axis is parallel to the Earth’s axis.
The benefit of this is that you only need to guide
the telescope around this axis, which can be done
with a simple motor drive made for this purpose,
in order to keep an object steady in the field of
view of your telescope. This is much harder to
achieve if you use an alt-azimuth mount, where
you have to guide the telescope through two axes
to keep the object centred in the field of view. If
you plan to do long-exposure astrophotography,
then it is almost essential to use a well-aligned
equatorial mount to keep the object you are
imaging centred and fixed in the camera’s field of
view, otherwise the image will be blurred.
Fortunately, in the Northern Hemisphere
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the north celestial pole is marked by the pole
star Polaris. If there is a polar alignment scope
fitted to your mount, you should find the whole
process fairly straightforward. If you don’t have
that luxury, then you can use a simple magnetic
compass to get you in the right area of sky, along
with your known latitude, which you can get
from a decent map or a GPS. If your latitude on
planet Earth is, for example, 51 degrees north,
then you need to set the angle of the polar axis on
the mount to this angle, then with the aid of the
compass you can point it northward. This is what’s
known as a ‘rough’ alignment, but it works quite

well for many purposes.
A polar alignment scope will help you to be
more accurate with setup, because you can see
through the polar axis of your mount and the
position of the pole star is etched onto the glass
in the scope. Good alignment means accurate
tracking, and this in turn means that you should
be able to take long-exposure astrophotographs
without any blurring. If you are not planning to
photograph through your telescope, it will mean
that you can just enjoy studying an object for a
longer period without having to continually adjust
the scope to keep it in the field of view.

“Good alignment means accurate tracking.
This in turn means you should be able to
take long-exposure images ”
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01: Get level

02: Set the latitude

Make sure your telescope mount is level with the polar axis pointing roughly
due north. Adjust the tripod legs as necessary.

Set the angle of the polar axis to the same degree as your latitude. You can
use a protractor if there isn’t a scale on your mount.

03: Find the celestial pole

04: Lock everything into position

If you can’t see the pole star Polaris, or your mount doesn’t have a polar
alignment scope, use a magnetic compass to find north.

Once you’ve got everything aligned as well as you can, don’t forget to lock
everything down tightly so that it can’t be knocked out of alignment.

05: Load up the mount

06: Start tracking

You can now put the telescope and counterweight on your mount. Once
you’ve done this, check the alignment once more, just to be sure.

You can now track objects through your telescope simply by adjusting the
one axis on the mount, or by using a motor drive if you have one.
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Choosing an eyepiece

You can’t look through a telescope
without a suitable eyepiece

“The higher
power eyepieces
work well
for lunar and
planetary
viewing”

Kellner

Orthoscopic

Plössl

One of the simplest designs of eyepiece, the
Kellner has been around since 1846 and is still a
useful lens. This is an achromat lens, which means
that it’s designed to correct any false colours
caused by refraction or bending of light in the
eyepiece. Because they are relatively inexpensive,
Kellners are often included with starter telescope
kits. Although they can vary in quality, they are
still a useful eyepiece.

The orthoscopic design of eyepiece was invented
in 1880 by Ernst Abbe and gives a near distortionfree image. It uses four elements of glass, three
of which are cemented together. Although
considered old fashioned and harder to find, the
orthoscopic is still a useful design of eyepiece for
the amateur astronomer. They make very good
lenses for observing planets, partly due to their
clarity and relatively narrow field of view.

Plössls used to be regarded as one of the best
design of telescope eyepiece available. They are
often now included in commercial telescope kits.
The design uses two sets of identical lenses and
is sometimes known as a symmetrical eyepiece.
Plössls give a reasonably large, flat field of view.
They can of course vary in quality; but the
chances are that you'll keep the best ones, even
though you might change your telescope.
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Wide-Angle

Long Eye Relief

Nagler-style

The talented optical designer Al Nagler, who
started the company known as Tele Vue in the
USA, introduced his concept for a wide-angle
telescope eyepiece in 1992. It was a big hit, due to
its outstanding quality and the impressive vistas
it offered. A number brands including Celestron
produce equivalents as it's an excellent eyepiece
for low power, deep sky viewing. As you might
expect, they are not inexpensive.

Another cleverly designed eyepiece from Al
Nagler, the Radian series was made for spectacle
wearers! Other brands have created similar
eyepieces that provide ‘long eye relief’, meaning
you can use them comfortably without having to
take off your glasses. They have quite a wide field
of view and the higher power eyepieces are good
for lunar and planetary viewing; a great benefit if
you need to use your glasses all the time.

With a breathtakingly wide field of view, Al
Nagler gave these superb lenses his own name.
With a superb 82° apparent field of view, this
range is beloved of serious deep-sky observers.
These have a price you would expect of the very
best optics. There are several other companies
who have emulated the design (like Luminos).
As optical technology moves on, there are even
wider-field eyepieces coming onto the market.
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Spotting scope astronomy
S
Top tips for

Often overlooked, these compact scopes offer a cheap alternative to telescopes for basic astronomy

potting scopes: the nature-watcher’s ultimate
piece of equipment, equally useful for
studying a herd of antelope in Africa or a
bird flitting from tree to tree in the countryside.
When day turns to night, these observers of nature
head home, as there’s nothing else to see in the
low light. Meanwhile, the astronomer is just getting
ready to head into the dark with the planets and stars
peppering clear moonlit skies. Rather than lug their
heavy telescopes to that perfectly dark spot, however,
enthusiasts often favour spotting scopes to easily
glimpse the wonders of the night sky.
This is a scene not many are familiar with. When we
picture astronomers we see an individual wrapped
up in warm clothing and huddled over the eyepiece
of an attention-grabbing Dobsonian telescope, or
a trustworthy refractor. However, just like a nature
lover, astronomers also like to use spotting scopes –
especially for quick and easy astronomy sessions.
It’s true that these compact scopes won’t give you
detailed views of deep-sky objects such as galaxies
and nebulas – at least, not the same sights that a
decent telescope will provide. However, what you will
get is surprisingly good views of brighter objects like
the Moon, nearby planets and open clusters, under
the right conditions.
When it comes to power, spotting scopes
are supplied with zoom eyepieces that reach
magnifications of up to 60x and often higher.
These can be removed to make way for standard

eyepieces that are used by conventional astronomical
telescopes. For night-sky observations, a power of at
least 60x is a must, however you have to be mindful
of your spotting scope’s aperture. This is the diameter
of your device’s objective lens – the bigger it is, the
more light your instrument will be able to collect and
the more enriched your observing experience will be.
The beauty of the night sky means that many
observers want to capture it with cameras. Luckily
most spotting scopes generally accept a variety of
digital cameras that can be affixed using special
adapters. However, when it comes to digiscoping,
your device’s stability on its tripod combines with the
fact that many night-sky objects are mere pinpoints
on a sea of black – making viewing problematic.
Low brightness means that the shutter speed
for your camera has to be quite slow and, as such,
you must ensure that movement and vibrations
are kept to a minimum to obtain a clear picture. A
solid and suitable mount to capture your target is
essential. Additionally, focusing requires a degree of
experimenting, since the small viewing screen on
a digital camera, combined with the dimness of a
night-sky object, can provide a challenge.
Due to the fact that they are portable, have an
ability to capture clear images and that they are
often several hundreds of pounds cheaper than a
standard telescope, the spotting scope has become
an increasingly common presence on the
astronomy scene.

n Spotting scopes are smaller and so far easier to set up than telescopes

Eyepieces
The more-advanced spotting scopes come with a zoom
eyepiece that can often be removed and, combined with
the scope’s focal length, will provide your magnification

choosing a
spotting scope
01
The larger the objective lens,
the better. If you are on a
budget, then you are best off buying
a higher-quality telescope with a
smaller objective lens.

02

Think about what you’ll use
your spotting scope for. If
you are looking to observe deep-sky
objects and won’t use the spotting
scope past astronomy, then you’re
better off buying a conventional
telescope.

03

You should always consider
the weight of a spotting
scope. If you’re looking for
something suitable for travel, then
the lighter the better.

04

There should be coating on
the lenses to ensure there’s
no light loss and to reduce glare
from reflection. This usually means
the scope will produce brighter,
clearer images.

05

If you wear glasses, then
special attention to eye relief is
a must. This is the distance between
the eye lens and the point where the
pupil is positioned over the full field
of view.

06

Buy your spotting scope from
a reputable dealer – they will
be able to offer you advice in picking
the correct spotting scope for you.

“The spotting
scope has become
a common
presence on the
astronomy scene”
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The astronomer’s spotting scope
Gathering light
A spotting scope has a large,
multi-coated, objective lens, so it
can gather much more light. This
makes the device especially useful in
low-light conditions

Bright targets
Water resistance
Telescopes aren’t massively
water-resistant because
they’re used under clear
skies. However, spotting
scopes are often used in
the rain by nature-watchers,
which means they must
be highly fog- and
water-resistant

Angled or straight?
Straight spotting scopes are
much easier for beginners
to use for terrestrial viewing.
An angled scope (with an
eyepiece positioned at 45 or
90 degrees) is much better
for astronomy, as these can
be mounted and easily
pointed skywards

To get the brightest
objects in the night sky,
such as the Moon, planets
and open clusters, you will
need a magnification of at
least 60x

Digiscoping
It’s possible to
photograph
the night sky by
attaching a digital
camera, though
getting a decent
image takes much
trial and error

Short cool-down
Tripod
The beauty of a spotting
scope is that it can be used
with or without a tripod.
However, if you’re using
your scope for astronomical
purposes, it’s strongly
recommend mounting the
scope on a sturdy tripod

Many astronomers
complain about the
cool-down time of their
telescopes. Since spotting
scopes are so compact
and lightweight, they have
a short cool-down time,
making them ready to use
almost immediately

Olivon T650 spotting scope

Aperture: 65mm
Magnification: 16-48x zoom eyepiece (removable)
From: www.opticalhardware.co.uk
Cost: £240
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What’s wrong with my telescope?

Whether you’ve just cracked your brand-new telescope or you’ve been
using your faithful instrument for years, there are some common problems
you might find yourself faced with. Here’s how to deal with them…
Problem

1. I can’t see anything
It’s not cloudy and you have ensured
that your telescope’s objective lens
and finderscope caps are off, but
you’re still struggling to see your

Option 1

Solution

Your telescope might not
be collimated properly

When a telescope is collimated
properly all of its mirrors or
lenses are aligned. When
they are not lined up,
then light from the
object you’re looking
at can’t be reflected or
refracted in such a way
that you can see the
object through your
eyepiece.

Schmidt-Cassegrain
telescopes and reflectors
can usually be collimated
by yourself with ease, once
you know what you’re
doing. However, unless
you’re an optical expert, we
wouldn’t advise trying to
align the lenses in a refractor
telescope. If you’re unsure
of how to collimate your
instrument, it’s best to take it
to an expert.

Option 2

Solution

You might not be darkadapted

This is a rookie mistake to
make and, fortunately, one
that's easily corrected with
minimal experience. You
should wait for your eyes
to adapt to the dark before
trying to view the night sky.
This usually takes around 20
minutes. If you need to use
a torch, ensure that it emits
red light rather than white.

It’s quite normal to walk out of
a lit room and expect to see
objects in the night sky straight
away. While it’s true that you
can see some brighter targets as
soon as you head out and even
under moderate light-polluted
skies, it’s not true for the fainter
stars and planets.

Option 3

Solution

Your telescope might not
be aimed at anything

Simply make sure you’re
pointing your telescope at
a bright target, to check
if there isn’t something
more serious afoot. A good
example of one is the Moon,
if it’s out on the night you
have chosen to do your
observations and viewing.

It seems like a silly mistake to
make, but you might find that
your telescope isn’t pointing
at anything in particular other
than a patch of dark sky, devoid
of any bright objects that your
telescope can't detect.
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chosen target. If you are having
difficulty seeing anything through
your telescope, then one or more of
the following could be to blame.
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Problem

4. I can’t get
the entire view
into focus
Problem

2. My target
keeps moving
out of view
If your telescope is kept
motionless, then – due to the
Earth’s rotation – objects will
move out of view.
If your telescope moves up
and down when you let go
of it after aligning, then your
instrument could be suffering
from poor tube balance or
a mount that’s unable to
support your tube.

This is what’s known as
spherical aberration. You might
be surprised to know that even the
Hubble Space Telescope suffers
from this same problem, where
there seems to be a ring of best
focus. It is something that reflector
telescopes are affected by.

Solution
The only real cure is to replace
your telescope’s mirror – take it to
a shop if you’re not comfortable
doing this. If you have purchased a
brand-new telescope, then return
the instrument and ask for a refund.

Solution
Telescopes from supermarkets
or mail order catalogues often
suffer from poor mounting.
If tightening your mount
doesn’t work, then you should
replace it with another mount.

Problem

3. I can’t find
anything
It’s easy to forget how small
a telescope’s field of view can
be even if the magnification
is low. What this essentially
means is that the telescope
can only see a small piece of
the sky, leaving you trying to
line up your telescope.

Solution
If you don’t own a GoTo to
help you find objects with
ease, then you should use
your telescope’s guide scope
or finderscope – provided
that this has also been
aligned correctly. You can
also look along the end of
your instrument’s tube to get
an idea of how it should be
aligned towards your target.
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Problem

5. Everything
looks blurry

Problem

6. Some bright
objects have
coloured fringes

Problem

7. Stars change
shape or grow
tails

No matter what you look at, your
target looks like a massive blob
with no definite appearance.
Whatever you look at through
your telescope, it should appear
crisp and clear. The Moon’s craters
should appear defined while stars
have a ‘point-of-light’ appearance.

Faint blue or violet coloured haloes
occur when the blue component
of light doesn’t focus at exactly
the same point as the other colour
components. Called chromatic
aberration, this usually happens
when you look at brighter objects.

This is known as coma. If your
target is changing shape when you
focus, then your telescope may be
suffering from astigmatism – that’s
when one or more of the optical
components in your instrument are
not perfectly symmetrical.

Solution

Solution

Solution

The first thing that you should do
is to check and adjust the focuser
of your telescope to see if you can
bring the object into focus. If this
doesn’t seem to be working, then it
could be that your optics are dirty
so ensure that your eyepiece is
clean. If you’ve cleaned your optics
and you’re still having issues, then
replace or swap out your eyepieces.

Colour-fringing, unfortunately,
cannot be reduced when you’re
simply observing through a
telescope. The good news is
that you can remove chromatic
aberration in Adobe Photoshop
or a similar photo-editing suite if
you’re an astrophotographer. If this
is something that bothers you, then
go for a reflector instead.

You can often buy accessories to
correct coma, but you might find
that these are quite expensive.
If you own a reflector, then you
should check that nothing is
pushing down on your instrument’s
mirrors and warping them slightly.
Alternatively, if the astigmatism
is severe, you should replace the
troublesome component.
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